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Abstract: Sponge city construction strategies (SCCSs) have gradually attracted increased attention
because of the strong shocks to society and economies caused by extreme weather and global climate
change. The development of sponge cities is consistent with the national goal, and China must
support environmental sustainability. Rainwater trading (RWT) plays a key role in promoting
the efficient allocation and use of rainwater resources in sponge cities. In this study, we built an
evolutionary game model on the basis of 13 parameters influencing the strategy selection of game
players of environmental protection enterprises (EPEs) and municipal enterprises (MEs)’ in promoting
sponge city construction. Next, we discussed the interaction effect of the two players’ behaviors
in the 16 cases. Finally, we used the first RWT project in an empirical simulation to analyze the
critical parameters influencing the game; we provide regulation policy suggestions to achieve the
final goal. The results show that sufficient financial subsidies, the reduction in additional sales, the
increase in taxes, and the participation of more EPEs can accelerate the realization of the evolutionary
stable strategy (ESS) between EPEs and MEs. Incentive measures should focus not only on economic
measures but also on reputation incentives and industry regulations. The proposed model can be
used as a tool to promote the development and application of sponge cities, thus enriching the
literature on promoting the communication of SCCSs. Moreover, our findings are valuable for the
promotion of the use of rainwater resources, the marketization of the ecological value of rainwater
resources, and the further construction of sponge cities.

Keywords: sponge city construction strategy; rainwater trading; evolutionary game theory;
ecological value

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the increase in the area of impermeable surfaces due to rapid
urbanization, the volume of storm surface runoff has dramatically increased, and the peak
runoff value appears earlier than before urbanization. This, combined with more frequent
extreme weather incidents has led to global water problems, such as waterlogging and
flooding in cities, the wasting of rainwater re-sources, and water pollution [1–3]. China
proposed a sponge city development strategy to address these issues in 2013 [4–7]. The
aim of the sponge city construction strategy (SCCSs) (Figure 1) is to effectively realize a
benign water cycle within cities by absorbing, storing, infiltrating, and purifying rainwater
resources. The stored water is released and used when needed. This is a new generation
management concept for urban stormwater involving water ecology, water environment,
and water safety. Cities should be resilient in adapting to environmental changes and
coping with natural disasters produced by rain, which can also be called water-resilient
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cities [8]. To implement the SCCS, 30 national urban areas have been established as pilot
sponge cities from 2015 to 2016, and another 20 pilot cities were established in 2021 [9].
Additionally, according to the data, the government has invested a lot of money, with
approximately RMB 10 trillion (USD $1.5 trillion) in the SCCS for 657 cities [10]. By
2030, more than 80% of urban areas will have achieved the sponge city goals, and 70%
of the rainwater will be consumed and used locally, according to Chinese government
plans [11,12]. To achieve this, exploring how to rationally use the water in the “sponge”
after sponge city construction has become an important task.
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Figure 1. Sketch of sponge city.

Rainwater harvesting and use systems (RHUSs) are complex engineered systems,
providing an important link and powerful guarantee for the construction of sponge cities.
RHUSs mainly include rainwater storage and use (collection), indirect use of rainwater
(infiltration, etc.), direct use of rainwater (reuse, etc.), and comprehensive use of rain-
water [13]. The concept refers to a multidisciplinary and multi-objective method used
to promote the sustainable exploitation of available water resources to achieve multiple
goals [14–16]. RHUSs have been widely applied in urbanized areas. Most new buildings
in Germany have been equipped with decentralized solutions for RHUSs [17]. Australian
authorities have provided financial subsidies for the installation and reconstruction of
RHUSs [18–20]. The United States emphasized low-impact development and started their
research on stormwater management in 1970. As such, the USA has formed a relatively
systematic concept and system of stormwater management after years of exploration and
practice. They have more experience in policies and regulations, management mechanisms,
economic incentives and public participation [21,22]. Due to the lack of mature supervision,
assessment, and market mechanisms in China, developers attach high importance to the
infiltration and retention of rainwater during sponge city construction, but few studies and
practices have focused on use and discharge. As a result, many rainwater collection projects
are underway, the use is not efficient, the collected rainwater resources remain dormant for
a long time, and the deterioration of water quality leads to secondary pollution. However,
if rainwater is directly discharged, this is not an efficient use of water resources. Therefore,
there are still many problems in the development and utilization of rainwater resources
that need to be addressed.
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With the establishment of the rainwater management system under the background
of a sponge city, the first step is to establish a market relationship to take advantage of
the collected rainwater and industrialize the rainwater resources. On 11 December 2020,
Hunan Yuchuang Environmental Protection Engineering Co., Ltd. in Changsha, Hunan
Province, China purchased 4000 m3 of rainwater resources stored by Hunan High-tech
Property Co., Ltd. in Changsha, Hunan Province, China at the price of 0.7 RMB/m3. After
rainwater treatment, Hunan Yuchuang Environmental Protection Engineering Co., Ltd.
transferred the rainwater resources to Changsha High-tech Zone Municipal Sanitation
Co., Ltd. in Changsha, Hunan Province, China at the price of 3.85 RMB/m3 (20% lower
than the local water price) for landscaping and road cleaning, instead of using high-quality
tap water. This was the country’s first rainwater trading. The transaction of the right to
use rainwater resources in a sponge city creates a new model of intensive use of rainwater
resources and the marketization of ecological value.

Rainwater trading (RWT) broadens the application scenarios of RHUs and speeds
up the marketization practice of SCCSs. However, less than 100 cases of RWT have been
recorded in China since the concept of sponge city was mentioned in 2013. This suggests
that neither environmental protection enterprises (EPEs) nor municipal enterprises (MEs)
have enough incentive to become involved. The study of the possible strategic choices of
participating enterprises and their influences is conducive to analyzing the internal force
driving RWT behavior and to achieving the efficient transfer of rainwater. However, few
scholars have paid attention to this issue.

With this study, we attempted to fill this gap. The main practical and academic contri-
butions of this study are as follows: (1) This is the first attempt to use Evolutionary Game
Theory (EGT) to examine a specific scenario by looking at all 16 eventualities that could
result from a player’s strategic decisions. We developed a comprehensive picture of the
evolution and trends in dynamic systems. This analysis provides insight into the actions an
enterprise may take. (2) Through the first RWT case, the model was numerically simulated,
the validity and feasibility of the model were verified, and the key parameters affecting the
game were analyzed, which aids in the design and optimization of appropriate policies to
promote high efficiency RWT. (3) These findings provide the government with an in-depth
understanding of how companies respond to incentive policies and how to better balance
the interests, which can provide useful decision-making guidance for governments and
enterprises. We outline targeted proposals to promote further development of rainwater
trading and sponge cities.

2. Evolutionary Game Theory and Key Stakeholders
2.1. Applicability of the EGT

An evolutionary game model was used in this study to investigate how EPEs and
MEs’ strategic choices might change as different parameters were changed. Enterprises
have different interest demands, leading to conflicts in the process of RWT development.
Their interaction is similar to a game because they are in different positions [23,24]. Game
theory provides a mathematical way to evaluate and predict stakeholders’ strategic choices
based on expected benefit analysis [25–27]. Classical game theory makes the assumption
that participants are fully informed about their surroundings and are completely ratio-
nal [28–30]. However, this is not always the case. Players with bounded rationality may
not succeed in finding the best strategy at first [31]. They might receive tips from their
peers and modify their strategies in the game [32,33]. Therefore, the dynamics of player
strategy modification impact the system’s evolution [34]. As opposed to game theory,
EGT makes the assumption that participants are rationally constrained and have limited
knowledge of their surroundings. Additional, EGT has a clear advantage in analyzing the
dynamics of strategy selection, where various strategies take turns dominating the game
with evolutionary dynamics displaying an oscillating cycle between each strategy [35]. The
EPEs and MEs would modify their strategies in response to one another’s choices. EGT
offers a foundation for understanding dynamic iterative situations and explaining why
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and how the parties reach evolutionary stable strategy (ESS), and provide suggestion for
policy improvement [36,37]. Therefore, EGT was particularly suitable for our study.

2.2. Analysis of Interactions of Key Stakeholders

The purpose of this study was to investigate the decision evolution behavior of EPEs
and MEs. Therefore, we considered the EPEs and MEs the two key stakeholders in this
evolutionary game.

Municipal enterprises (MEs): Although the MEs in various regions are state-owned,
they all depend on their revenue. MEs generally need a large amount of water, but the
price of municipal water is generally higher than that of tap water. The price of urban
water supply in China is classified. According to the nature of use, urban water can
be divided into five categories: residential, industrial, administrative, business service
and special water. The prices of all types of water are determined by the local people’s
government and the administrative department of water supply in considering the actual
situation. However, municipal water belongs to the category of non-residential water
in all provinces and cities, the price of which is higher than that of tap water. Taking
10 cities in Jilin Province as an example (Appendix A), municipal water in each city is
approximately 10–15% higher than the price of tap water. MEs are more willing to actively
look for alternatives. Both government departments and MEs are willing to motivate EPEs
through subsidies and other incentive measures to attract more EPEs to recycle rainwater,
to promote the increase in rainwater trading volume (RWTV). However, subsidies cannot
be blindly increased, which will lead to increased costs for MEs. Therefore, the government
can consider whether some incentive policies are useful or to increase others.

Environmental protection enterprises (EPEs): Economic benefits are the ultimate
pursuit of any enterprise [38]. Companies are free to decide whether to recycle and trade
rainwater, which is not currently mandated by the government, even though rainwater
recycling plays a crucial role in promoting SCCSs. Although some EPEs have begun trading
rainwater, many are still dubious, fearing that the additional expense of treating stormwater
may not be justified by the absence of long-term execution of the agreement. Therefore,
many EPEs are willing to cooperate with MEs in the case of incentive policies. However,
when incentive policies are insufficient, they will choose to cooperate with enterprises with
lower water quality requirements.

The interests of EPEs and MEs are mutually affected in the RWT that promotes sponge
cities. Figure 2 shows the interactions between the two stakeholders. The goal in this study
was to determine the equilibrium point on the basis of the EGT between the EPEs and MEs
if EPEs are willing to participate in the SCCS and recycle rainwater. Under the incentive
policy, EPEs cooperate with MEs. The income of EPEs comes from transaction income,
subsidies, and incremental revenue to attract more enterprises to buy, and the expenditures
are costs and taxes. MEs benefit from the money they save by trading rainwater instead of
the high cost of buying tap water, the benefits of attracting more EPEs to increase rainwater
trading, and the increased prestige. However, parameters do not all simultaneously arise
in the same case.

2.3. Evolutionary Game Modeling between EPEs and MEs

With the establishment of a rainwater management system in the context of SCCSs,
the lost rainwater resources are treated by EPEs to meet the urban miscellaneous water
standards. The purchase cost of rainwater is much lower than that from water supply
companies. Under the concept of sustainable development, if the EPEs process the collected
rainwater and then sell it to the MEs, it will create economic and environmental benefits. If
is sold to the non-MEs, the EPEs can also obtain a relatively appreciable profit. In this case,
the EPEs need to pay taxes to the government. To effectively understand the cooperative
evolution mechanism among the relevant participants in the RWT process and reveal the
influence of different factors on the decision-making behavior of the game players, we
constructed a two-party evolutionary game model of two stakeholders: MEs and EPEs.
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2.3.1. Model Assumption

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Both sides of the game are rationally bounded. They can all learn and adapt to
dynamic environmental changes and optimize their strategies in the process of water rights trading
in the context of sponge cities.

Hypothesis 2 (H2): When EPEs cooperate with non-MEs in the RWT, the cost of EPEs (the cost
of water treatment for agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery, etc., which do not require
high water quality) CE, tax T is paid to the government, and revenue RE is obtained. If MEs choose
the negative strategy, EPEs cooperate with non-MEs and adopt a series of preferential policies to
attract additional sales revenue E. If EPEs cooperate with MEs, additional costs will be incurred
(recreational, ornamental landscape environmental water, green pouring of roads, and other high
water quality requirements) δ CE (δ > 0), in this case, the increased revenue is γ RE (γ > 0), and
financial subsidy S is received.

Hypothesis 3 (H3): If MEs choose the negative strategy in the RWT, the cost for MEs to buy tap
water is CM, and the gain is RM. If MEs choose the positive strategy, the additional cost is θ CM
(θ > 0), the increased-revenue isω RM (ω > 0), attracting more EPEs to join and increasing RWT
revenue N. If EPEs choose to cooperate with non-MEs, MEs adopt positive strategies to introduce a
series of preferential subsidy policies and win the recognition of superior government departments,
which will lead to subsidy income µT (µ > 0).

2.3.2. Parameters and Income Matrix

Assuming that the probability of EPEs adopting cooperation with MEs is x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1),
the probability of EPEs adopting cooperation with non-MEs is 1 − x. The probability of
MEs choosing the positive strategy is y (0 ≤ y ≤ 1); the probability of MEs choosing the
negative strategy is 1 − y. Based on the assumptions in Section 2.3.1, the payoff matrix of
EPEs and Mes is as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Payoff matrix.

Municipal
Enterprises

Environmental Protection Enterprises

Cooperate with ME (x) Cooperate with Non-ME (1 − x)

Positive (y) ((1 + γ)RE−(1 + δ)CE + S, (1 +ω)RM−(1 + θ)CM + N) ((1 + γ)RE−(1 + δ)CE, (1 +ω)RM−CM)

Negative (1 − y) (RE−CE−T, RM−(1 + θ)CM + µT) (RE−CE + E, RM−CM)
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2.3.3. Stakeholder Replication Dynamic Equation

Let U11 represent the expected payoff of the EPEs if they cooperate with Mes, and
let U12 represent the expected payoff of the EPEs if they cooperate with non-Mes. U1
represents the average expected payoff of the EPEs. U11, U12, and U1 can be expressed as:

U11 = y[(1 + γ)RE−(1 + δ)CE + S] + (1−y)[(1 + γ)RE−(1 + δ)CE] (1)

U12 = y[RE−CE−T] + (1−y)[RE−CE + E] (2)

U1 = xU11 + (1−x)U12 (3)

Therefore, the replicator dynamics equation of the EPEs can be written as:

F(x) =
dx
dT

= x(1−x)[y(S + T + E) + γRE−δCE−E] (4)

Similarly, U21 represents the expected payoff of the MEs if they choose positive strate-
gies, and U22 represents the expected payoff of the MEs if they choose negative strategies.
U2 represents the average expected payoff of the MEs. U21, U22, and U2 can be expressed as:

U21 = x[(1 +ω)RM−(1 + θ)CM + N] + (1−x)[RM−(1 + θ)CM + µT] (5)

U22 = x[(1 +ω)RM−CM] + (1−x)[RM−CM] (6)

U2 = yU21 + (1−y)U22 (7)

Therefore, the replicator dynamics equation of the MEs can be written as (8):

F(y) =
dy
dT

= [y(N−µT)−θCM + µT] (8)

The replicator dynamic equations of EPEs and MEs constitute a two-dimensional
dynamic system I, as shown in Equation (9):{

F(x) = dx
dT = x(1−x)[y(S + T + E) + γRE−δCE−E]
F(y) = dy

dT = [x(N−µT)−θCM + µT]
(9)

2.3.4. Equilibrium Point and Stability Analysis

(i). Equilibrium point

In system I, when F(x) = 0, F(y) = 0 four local equilibrium points of two-species adopt-
ing pure strategies can be obtained: E1(0, 0), E2(0, 1), E3(1, 0), and E4(1, 1) and a mixed
strategy equilibrium point may exist in in system I: E5(x*, y*), where x* = θCM−µT

N−µT and

y* = E + δCE−γRE
S + T + E .

(ii). Stability analysis of equilibrium point

If the EPEs meet the condition of stability, when F(x) = 0, F′(x) < 0, then F′(x) = (1−2x)
[y(S + T + E) + γRE−δCE−E]. If F′(x) = 0 is the stable state boundary, when y > y*, then
F′(0) > 0, F′(1) < 0, which indicates that EPEs choose to cooperate with MEs as the stable
state; When y < y*, then F′(0) < 0, F′(1) > 0, indicating that EPEs choose to cooperate with
Non-MEs as the stable state.

If the MEs meet the condition of stability, when F(y) = 0, F′(y) < 0, then, F′(y) = (1− 2y)
[x(N− µT)− θCM + µT]. If F′(y) = 0, is the stable state boundary, when x > x*, then
F′(0) > 0, F′(1) < 0, indicating that MEs choose positive strategies as the stable state; when
x < x*, then F′(0) < 0, F′(1) > 0, indicating that MEs choose negative strategies as the
stable state.

In Figure 3, the point (x*, y*) is the saddle point of this evolutionary game. The square
in the coordinate is divided into four parts by the five points donated as E1(0, 0), E2(0, 1),
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E4(1, 1), E3(1, 0), and E5(x*, y*). For an unstable initial situation with a specific value of
(x*, y*), the evolutionary trend shows a convergence from point E5(x*, y*) to E1(0, 0) or
E4(1, 1). The trend is expressed by the arrows in Figure 3. The arrow represents the two
evolutionary results of EPEs and MEs after a long-term game in the RWT. E4(1, 1) is an
ideal evolutionary game stable strategy. It means that EPEs choose to cooperate with MEs
for more profit, and MEs choose positive strategies to gain social reputation or recognition
from superior departments. In this case, the two sides jointly promoted the construction
and maintenance of sponge cities.
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2.4. ESS Analysis between EPEs and MEs

As the stability of the group’s dynamic equilibrium points systemically ascribed by
differential equations can be obtained through the Jacobian matrix partial stability, the
partial stability of the system can be explored using the Jacobian matrix to analyze the final
evolutionary stability. The Jacobi matrix was established, as shown in Equation (10):

J =

[
F′(x)x F′(x)y
F′(y)x F′(y)y

]
=

[
(1− 2x)[y(S + T + E) + γRE − δCE − E] x(1− x)(S + T + E)

y(1− y)(N− µT) (1− 2y)[x(N− µT)− θCM + µT]

]
(10)

Based on the matrix, its determinant (DetJ) and trace (TrJ) were also obtained
(Equations (11) and (12)):

DetJ = F′(x)x · F
′(y)y − F′(x)y · F

′(y)x (11)

TrJ = F′(x)x + F′(y)y (12)

Regarding the equilibrium point of the model, if and only if the Jacobian matrix fits
(1) If DetJ > 0, TrJ < 0, then the point is in a partially asymptotic stability, that is, an
evolutionarily stable strategy ESS [39]; (2) If DetJ > 0, TrJ > 0, then the corresponding
equilibrium point is unstable fixed point; (3) If DetJ < 0, TrJ = 0, then the corresponding
equilibrium point is the saddle point. When x = θCM−µT

N−µT , y = E−γRE+δCE
E+S+T , TrJ = 0,

E5 is not the ESS. Based on the above equations, Table 2 displays DetJ and TrJ for each
equilibrium point.

Table 2. Eigenvalues and evolutionary stability of four equilibrium points.

Equilibrium Eigenvalue TrJ DetJ

E1(0, 0) λ11 = a, λ12 = b λ11 + λ12 λ11 · λ12
E2(0, 1) λ21 = −a, λ22 = d λ21 + λ22 λ21 · λ22
E3(1, 0) λ31 = c, λ32 = −b λ31 + λ32 λ31 · λ32
E4(1, 1) λ41 = −c, λ42 = −d λ41 + λ42 λ41 · λ42

Note: a = λ11 = µT− θCM, b = λ12 = γRE − δCE − E, c = λ31 = N− θCM, d = λ22 = S + T + γRE − δCE.
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Table 2 shows that four expressions—a, b, c, and d—are related to the stability of the
system. They each stand for the relative benefit of a strategy’s payoff. If it is positive, the
first strategy has a comparative advantage; if it is negative, the second strategy does. As a
result, 16 situations could be created using the symbols for the four expressions, as shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Scenarios with various symbol combinations.

Scenario a b c d

Scenario1 − − − −
Scenario2 − − − +
Scenario3 − − + −
Scenario4 − − + +
Scenario5 − + − −
Scenario6 − + − +
Scenario7 − + + −
Scenario8 + − − +
Scenario9 + − − −

Scenario10 − + + +
Scenario11 + − + −
Scenario12 + − + +
Scenario13 + + − −
Scenario14 + + − +
Scenario15 + + + −
Scenario16 + + + +

The stability of equilibrium points and replicator dynamic replicator results in
16 situations are provided in Table 4 based on the aforementioned investigation. The
four equilibrium points of the interaction strategy between EPEs and MEs are listed in the
first column of the table as E1(0, 0), E2(0, 1), E3(1, 0), and E4(1, 1). In scenarios 1–16, the first
and second columns represent DetJ and TrJ, respectively, while the third column represents
the states at the four equilibrium points.

Figure 4 depicts the evolutionary path and equilibrium stability of EPE-ME strategic
interaction under 16 different scenarios. Scenario 1 shows convergence evolution from
E4(willing to cooperate) to E1(unwilling to cooperate); when a < 0, the improvement in
MEs reputation is less than the increased cost of choosing a positive strategy after EPEs
choose to cooperate with non-MEs; when b < 0, the net profit value of EPEs cooperating
with MEs is less than the increase in sales value attracted by cooperation with non-MEs;
when c < 0, EPEs cooperate with MEs, and after MEs adopt the positive strategy, the benefit
of attracting more EPEs to join is less than the cost of MEs choosing the positive strategy;
when d < 0, it means that when EPEs choose to cooperate with the non-MEs, and the tax
paid is less than the net cost of EPEs choosing to cooperate with MEs. To summarize, if EPEs
gain more profit from cooperating with non-MEs than from cooperating with MEs and pay
less taxes than the net cost of cooperating with MEs, then EPEs’ strategies will change from
“Cooperating with MEs” to “Cooperating with Non-MEs”. However, when the income
of MEs is less than the increased cost of the MEs’ positive strategies, the MEs’ strategies
will change from “positive strategy” to “negative strategy”. The evolutionary game system
converges to E1(0, 0). Conversely, in scenario 16, the initial strategy equilibrium point
would converge at E4(1, 1). This is the expected outcome of the eventual evolution of the
two parties.
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Table 4. State of equilibrium points in 16 scenarios.

Equilibrium
Scenario1 Scenario2 Scenario3 Scenario4

TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state

E1(0, 0) − + ESS − + ESS − + ESS − + ESS
E2(0, 1) ? − saddle + + unstable ? − saddle + + unstable
E3(1, 0) ? − saddle ? − saddle + + unstable + + unstable
E4(1, 1) + + unstable ? − saddle ? − saddle − + ESS

Equilibrium
Scenario5 Scenario6 Scenario7 Scenario8

TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state

E1(0, 0) ? − saddle ? − saddle ? − saddle ? − saddle
E2(0, 1) ? − saddle + + unstable ? − saddle ? − saddle
E3(1, 0) − + ESS − + ESS ? − saddle ? − saddle
E4(1, 1) + + unstable ? − saddle ? − saddle ? − saddle

Equilibrium
Scenario9 Scenario10 Scenario11 Scenario12

TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state

E1(0, 0) ? − saddle ? − saddle ? − saddle ? − saddle
E2(0, 1) − + ESS + + unstable − + ESS ? − saddle
E3(1, 0) ? − saddle ? − saddle + + unstable + + unstable
E4(1, 1) + + unstable − + ESS ? − saddle − + ESS

Equilibrium
Scenario13 Scenario14 Scenario15 Scenario16

TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state TrJ DetJ state

E1(0, 0) + + unstable + + unstable + + unstable + + unstable
E2(0, 1) − + ESS ? − saddle − + ESS − saddle
E3(1, 0) − + ESS − + ESS ? − saddle − saddle
E4(1, 1) + + unstable ? − saddle ? − saddle − + ESS

Note: “?”, “+” and “−” indicate that the corresponding value is uncertain, positive, and negative, respectively.
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In scenarios 2 and 3, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E1(0, 0); In
scenario 5, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E1(1, 0); in scenario 9, the
ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E1(0, 1). To summarize, we concluded
that if only one party gains when changing the strategy, the two parties will not reach
cooperation in the long-term evolution process, and thus the ultimate point of equilibrium
would converge at (0, 0); if the external benefits (subsidies, etc.) directly obtained by the
EPEs and MEs are greater than the benefits generated by the cooperation between the two
parties, no matter whether the other party chooses cooperation, the evolutional game path
of the party with benefits tends to be 1.

In scenario 11, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E2(0, 1), suggesting
that regardless of the strategy chosen by the EPEs, the benefits of the MEs will not be
affected, so the result of the final evolutionary game of the MEs tends to 1; similarly, in
scenario 6, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E3(1, 0), and the final
evolutionary game result of EPEs also tends to be 1.

In scenario 10, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E4(1, 1), and in
scenario 14, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E3(1, 0), suggesting that
the strategy choice of EPEs in this evolutionary game tends toward cooperation with MEs,
If the MEs choose the active strategy, the evolutionary game system converges to E4(1, 1),
conversely, it converges toward E3(1, 0). Similarly, in scenario 12, the ultimate point of
equilibrium would converge at E4(1, 1); in scenario 15, the ultimate point of equilibrium
would converge at E2(0, 1), suggesting that the strategy choice of MEs in evolutionary game
tends toward cooperation with MEs. If the MEs choose the active strategy, the evolutionary
game system converges to E4(1, 1), suggesting that the MEs choose an active strategy. If the
EPEs choose to cooperate with the MEs, the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge
at E4(1, 1), otherwise the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at E2(0, 1).

As shown in scenarios 7 and 8, uncertain system evolution results from the strategic
evolution process between EPEs and MEs being so cyclical that a stable state is never reached.

As shown in scenario 4, E1(0, 0) and E4(1, 1) are the two equilibrium points; in sce-
nario 13, E1(1, 1) is an ideal evolutionary game stable strategy. The choice of system evolution
strategy depends on the area of quadrangle SE1E2E5E3 and SE4E2E5E3 ; if SE1E2E5E3 > SE4E2E5E3 ,
the likelihood is higher that the ultimate point of equilibrium would converge at (0,0); if
SE1E2E5E3 < SE4E2E5E3 , the likelihood is higher that the ultimate point of equilibrium would
converge at (1, 1); if SE1E2E5E3 = SE4E2E5E3 , the final equilibrium point has the same probabil-
ity of converging at two points. Therefore, the factors influencing the final strategy of the
evolutionary game are the parameters that determine the area of SE4E2E5E3 .

SE4E2E5E3 = 1− 1
2

(
θCM − µT

N− µT
+

E− γRE + δCE

E + S + T

)
(13)

Equation (13) shows that CM, CE, RE, θ, µ, γ, δ, N, E, T and S all affect the area of
SE4E2E5E3 . Next, we analyzed the sensitivity of each parameter.

3. Results and Discussion

The outcomes of the considered scenarios indicated four probabilities between the
EPEs and MEs in the game, ‘Cooperate with MEs’ from the EPEs versus ‘Positive strategy’
from MEs and ‘Cooperate with Non-MEs’ from the EPEs versus ‘Negative strategy’ from
MEs. However, the results only show how the evolutionary game finished; they cannot
explain how the final results were produced. We used Matlab2010a software for numerical
simulation to determine the impact of changes in parameters on the choices of both parties.

3.1. Related Data

The RWT market in Changsha city is an authentic representation of China’s cutting-
edge RWT. As such, we selected the RWT in Changsha as a case in this study. As a result,
we chose this situation as the basis for calculating the initial values of these variables.
The initial values of the parameters are listed in Table 5. The data were provided by
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Hunan Yuchuang Environmental Protection Engineering Co. Ltd. in Changsha, Hunan
Province, China. Some of the initial values were already set; therefore, in the following, we
focused on exploring the influence of these four key parameters of the evolutionary game
system: additional sales revenue (E), tax (T), incremental benefits (N), and subsidies (S). In
Figures 5–8, the y-axis in these figures represents the probability of the EPEs cooperating
with MEs (x) or the probability of MEs adopting positive strategies (y). The evolution
process is shown on the x-axis. The lines denoted with x and y represent the evolutionary
trend of the EPEs and MEs, respectively.

Table 5. Initial values of parameters.

Parameter Initial Value Parameter Initial Value

x 0.5 CE 3000
y 0.5 CM 17,600
E 3000 γ 0.2
S 1200 δ 0.2
T 800 θ 0.2
N 7000 ω 0.2
RE 10,000 µ 0.2
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Figure 8. Impact of incremental benefits on evolutionary game.

3.2. Simulation and Parameter Analysis
3.2.1. Impact of S on Evolutionary Game

As shown Figure 5, subsidies positively impact the strategic choices of EPEs. When
the subsidy is RMB 1200, the EPEs choose to sell to other enterprises (except MEs), and the
MEs adopt a negative strategy. The evolutionary strategies of both sides tend to be 0, that
is, the subsidy is not enough to create profits for the EPEs. When MEs adopt a negative
strategy, subsidies are insufficient to recover the high investment costs of the enterprises.
When the intensity of financial incentives is low, EPEs choose to sell to non-municipal
enterprises because of their high incremental cost. When the subsidies are adjusted to RMB
1400, an increase of nearly 20%, the two sides reach a consensus where EPEs are willing to
deal with MEs, which means that EPEs receive enough subsidies that can effectively offset
the extra costs and increase profit. Higher fiscal incentives also indirectly influenced the
market favorably. Consequently, EPEs are extremely sensitive to the magnitude of financial
rewards. When the financial incentive is increased by 30%, the strategies of both sides more
quickly converge to 1, and the trend is almost synchronized. When the financial incentive
is doubled, the initiative of MEs to adopt positive strategies slightly weakens, because MEs
will be under financial pressure from high financial subsidies, and excessive subsidies are
equivalent to paying more costs, even higher than the cost of negative strategies. Although
the government’s role in monitoring the market is important, MEs will not blindly increase
subsidies to achieve cooperation [40,41].

3.2.2. Impact of T on Evolutionary Game

From Figure 6, when T increases from 0 to 800, line T = 800 moved above line T = 0,
which indicates that the probability of cooperation between EPEs and non-MEs is weakened,
and the probability of MEs choosing a positive strategy is also increased, although neither
side tends to 1. When T increases from RMB 800 to 1600, the lines all tend to be 1. The
strategy of EPEs changes from cooperation with non-MEs to cooperation with MEs, and
the strategy of MEs also changes from negative to positive. This means that the tax paid by
selling to non-MEs has become unbearable for EPEs, and they choose to cooperate with
MEs to increase profits. When T increases from 1600 to 3200, EPEs tend to more quickly
approach 1, which means that EPEs are more willing to cooperate with MEs. With the
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deepening of cooperation, MEs can obtain more profits at this time, and the probability of
choosing positive strategies increases.

When T = 0, EPEs are more willing to cooperate with non-MEs. On the one hand,
this may be because MEs require higher rainwater quality, which leads to increased costs.
On the other hand, the subsidies received by EPEs in cooperation with MEs may not be
enough to offset the high incremental costs, so EPEs choose to not cooperate with MEs. To
help facilitate enterprises to engage in more RWTV, the government can intensify efforts to
publicize the use of rainwater resources, establish more communication platforms for local
enterprises, and commend or reward enterprises with excellent performance. Under the
influence of a reputation mechanism, the reuse of rainwater can be effectively encouraged.
A company’s good reputation can help it gain the trust of customers and increase the value
of its brand. Reputation incentive can stimulate the enthusiasm of EPEs [42]. Therefore,
the government can consider some incentive or punishment measures to establish a set
of dynamic incentive and punishment mechanism to promote RWT and improve the
construction of sponge cities.

3.2.3. Impact of E on Evolutionary Game

Figure 7 depicts the simulation of additional benefits. When E = 3000, both x and y
tend to be 1, indicating that the MEs adopt a positive strategy and the EPEs cooperate
with the MEs. In this case, the additional sales revenues are limited, and the benefits of
cooperation with non-MEs are less than those cooperation with MEs. When E = 5000 (the
additional sales revenues increases by 60%), after the strength of the additional benefits
increases by 60%, both x and y tend to be 0, and EPEs are willing to trade rainwater with
non-MEs, which indicates that the income from attracting more enterprises to join and
increasing RWTV is enough for EPEs to forego a series of preferential subsidy policies
of MEs and are willing to cooperate with non-MEs to increase profits. When E = 10,000
(increased by 2 times), EPEs more quickly tend to be 0, indicating that for higher profits,
EPEs are more willing to cooperate with non-MEs. The increase in RWTV indicates that
more enterprises are willing to accept this rainwater reuse method. The acceptance degree
of consumers will substantially impact the strategic choice of EPEs. The acceptance of
consumers will help EPEs improve the implementation of rainwater reuse. The reasons are
as follows: From the perspective of EPEs, increasing consumer acceptability can lower EPE
sales loss and boost sales profits; when the RWT market has many users, more EPEs will
be attracted to join RWT, thus promoting the SCCSs. Ultimately, the absence of a perfect
and developed market is the fundamental issue with this. Therefore, the government can
appropriately raise the price of tap water. When enterprises find it more cost-effective to
reuse rainwater, they will expand the RWT market, thus promoting the construction of
sponge city. When the water in the sponge becomes an important commodity demand, the
maintenance of sponge cities will become a normal mechanism, which not only benefits the
enterprises but also promotes the construction of sponge cities, promoting virtuous cycle.

3.2.4. Impact of N on Evolutionary Game

When N = 0, both sides tend to 0, EPEs tend to cooperate with non-MEs, and MEs
adopt negative strategies; When N = 7000, with the gradual participation of EPEs, the
probability of MEs adopting active strategies gradually increases, line y: N = 7000 moves
above line x: N = 7000, showing that the cooperation intention of MEs and EPEs gradually
increases, but both sides tend to be 0 in the end. The lack of subsidies, publicity, information
and other factors lead to the failure of some environmental protection enterprises to join
the cooperation. According to product life cycle theory [43], RWT may undergo four
market phases as a new product: introduction, growth, maturity, and recession. This
stage belongs to the introduction stage, during which the market demand rapidly grows,
and the technology remarkably changes. Users in the industry are mainly committed to
allowing new users to occupy the market. However, uncertainty exists in technology at
this stage, and with large room for products, market services, and other strategies, with
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low entry barriers for enterprises. When N = 8000, municipal enterprises gradually change
their strategies from “negative strategy” to “positive strategy”. EPEs are also willing to
cooperate with municipal enterprises, but the response of EPEs is not as quick and sensitive
as that of MEs, indicating that the trading market has just begun to be active. That is the
growth stage, during which the market growth rate is high, the demand rapidly grows,
and the technology is becoming mature. Industry features, industry competition and
user characteristics are clearer, enterprise entry barriers and the number of competitors
increased. When N = 16,000, both sides more quickly tend to be 1, indicating that the
market has gradually matured, MEs can purchase more rainwater for reuse, reduce the cost
of buying tap water, and are willing to pay more subsidies to cooperate with more EPEs.
At this time, EPEs gain considerable profits through cooperation, and the probability of
cooperation increases. In this period, the market and demand growth rates are relatively
low, and the technology is relatively mature. The industry features, industry competition
and characteristics of users are clear and stable. With the formation of a buyer’s market, the
profitability of the industry decreases, the development of new products and new uses of
products becomes more difficult, and the barriers to entry of the industry are high. Due to
the enormous negative gap between the investment cost and market profit, methods such
as incentive programs or preferential policies are ineffective during the introduction stage
of RWT; strong regulations, particularly incentive policies, are a waste of policy resources
when both parties can gain sufficient profits in the mature stage. A gap between investment
expenses and market returns still exists in the growth stage. Therefore, preferential policies
or subsidies are the key force driving increases in to improve enterprise enthusiasm and
achieving development goals.

4. Conclusions and Policy Implications

We used EGT and simulation methods to analyze the strategic choices of EPEs and
MEs, and we developed suggestions for possible choices of players, as well as feasibility
references for promoting RWT and sponge city construction. Based on our findings, we
obtained the following conclusions:

Highly market-oriented sponge cities need enterprises to extensively and actively
participate. However, a wealth of data indicate that enterprises lack the drive to participate
in RWT, which suggests that effective government action is necessary to guarantee the
successful implementation of SCCSs. First, we used EGT to analyze how EPEs and MEs
interact and change their strategic decisions in 16 different scenarios. Second, we analyzed
the key parameters affecting the game through the evolution simulation of Changsha RWT
case. Finally, we developed regulation policy suggestions for each stage and final goal. The
following are the findings and implications:

(1) EGT should be used for analyzing the strategy selection of EPEs and MEs to improve
the implementation of RWT. The incentive policy influences the behavior and strategic
choices of players. Therefore, an ESS between the EPEs and MEs with “Cooperate
with MEs” and “Positive strategy” can be realized.

(2) Sufficient financial subsidies, the reduction of additional sales, the increase in taxes,
and the participation of more EPEs can accelerate the realization of ESS between EPEs
and MEs. Therefore, relevant incentive measures must be formulated to promote
a stronger interactive relationship between players on both sides and to develop
the rainwater trading market, as well as the normalization and standardization of
sponge cities.

(3) The incentive policies should be considered not only from the perspective of enter-
prises and focus on economic means, but also from the perspective of the government
to formulate relevant industry standards and regulations. Constraints and supervision
by governments are equally important, which maximize the interests for all parties.

First, to encourage enterprises to trade rainwater, the government should set up a
system that combines financial incentives and reputational rewards. It should offer some
assistance to these businesses in regard to overcoming the challenges. For example, local
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governments can regularly hold online and offline communication forums or enterprise
exhibitions to assist enterprises in the supply chain to form collaborative relationships and
garner more public attention and increase rainwater consumption in the growth stage of
the rainwater trading market.

Second, fiscal subsidies cannot sustain momentum. Government departments should
speed up the formation of a rainwater resource pricing mechanism and trading rules system
through the China Water Exchange platform [44]; relevant urban departments should
reasonably set tiered water prices and classify water prices based on the differences in
water quality, treatment technology and user demand, so as to empower and assign value to
rainwater resources, stimulate market vitality, attract social capital, and provide sustainable
momentum for the construction and operation of sponge cities [45]. Meanwhile, we should
vigorously develop rainwater collection and reuse system technology to reduce costs.

Third, to reduce the financial burden on the government, the concept of green finance
can be introduced to drive water resource assets through sufficient financial support and
flexible resource allocation. We may explore the practice of asset-based rainwater resources,
strengthen cooperation with financial institutions, assess the value of rainwater resources
assets, and study the feasibility of rainwater assets as collateral. Beijing, Changsha, and
other pilot cities can be selected to explore the mortgage practice of rainwater assets. An
important implication is that RWT pilots are worthy of promotion throughout China given
the policy effects, and China should focus on financial models and the trading channels
to promote the marketization of the ecological value of rainwater resources [46]. On the
basis of estimating expected returns, green finance bond products can be designed to raise
funds for sponge city construction from society, open up new investment and financing
channels for sponge city construction, and integrate green finance, rainwater resource use,
and sponge city construction.

Fourth, in the assessment of sponge cities and the physical examination of urban areas
in recent years, indicators such as the proportion of flood point elimination, proportion of
the pipe network meeting the standard, and proportion of blue and green space are still the
key points in assessment. In the future, the RWTV in the RWT market can be included in
the assessment criteria to promote green development and help achieve the goal of sponge
city construction.

Because of the active support from the Chinese government, SCCSs currently have
strong development prospects. The EPEs and MEs will be drawn to earnings by the
government subsidies and appropriate investment allocation, and they will all participate
in this stormwater trade initiative. The results of this study can be used as a reference
by the Chinese government, and for water trade when the relevant government policies
and trade standards are implemented for promoting the developments of sponge cities.
The established mathematical model has certain reference value for similar research topics
investigated by other scholars in other countries or regions.

This study contributes to the literature on SCCSs. Nevertheless, this study still has
some limitations. First, we used EGT and developed some hypotheses based on reality.
Following the EGT, we assumed that players were boundedly rational, and as a result, our
analysis of participants’ strategic behaviors mostly focused on economic aspects. However,
stakeholders do not always behave as predicted by the rational hypothesis, which suggests
that many more factors are affecting their actions. Therefore, non-economic factors should
be further considered in future research, including reputational incentives, subjective
norms, and social responsibility. Second, the game model used only considers two key
players (i.e., EPEs and MEs), whereas property companies are the main group of rainwater
collectors and were not directly regarded as participants. Property companies can be
considered an important player in future studies, where active participation of property
companies plays a crucial role.
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Nomenclature

Parameters
CE cost of rainwater treatment
RE return from sales to non-MEs
CM cost of negative strategy
RM return of negative strategy
S subsidies
T pay taxes to government departments
E additional sales revenue
N incremental benefits
µ MEs’ profit percentage
γ the percentage of increased revenue from EPEs cooperation with non-MEs
δ the percentage of increased cost of EPEs cooperation with non-MEs
θ the percentage of cost increase after MEs choose an active strategy
ω the percentage of revenue increase after MEs choose an active strategy
Variables
x the probability of EPEs cooperate with MEs
y the probability of MEs choosing to positive strategies
Acronyms
EPE(s) environmental protection enterprise(s)
ME(s) municipal enterprise(s)
SCCS(s) sponge city construction strategy (ies)
ESS evolutionarily stable strategy
EGT evolutionary game theory
RWT rainwater trading
RWTV rainwater trading volume
RHUS(s) rainwater harvesting and utilization system(s)

Appendix A. Municipal and Residential Water Prices in Jilin Province

District Residential Water Price (yuan/m3) Municipal Water Price (yuan/m3)

Changchun 4.55 4.85
Jilin 2.6 4.75

Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture 3.2 6.4
Songyuan 4.85 5.05

Siping 3.7 5.8
Tonghua 4.75 7.1
Baicheng 3.65 6.4
Baishan 3.45 5.4

Liaoyuan 3.5 4.11

Note: Source: http://www.jl.gov.cn/ (accessed on 5 February 2023).

http://www.jl.gov.cn/
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